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Screw-type at a glance

**Single-level Feed-through Terminal Blocks**

Can handle currents up to 175A. These blocks accept a wide range of wiring sizes from 26 AWG to 2/0 AWG and have a 100kA SCCR rating.

**Double-level Feed-through Terminal Blocks**

Come in 20A and 30A versions and a variety of colors. Optional features include LED indications, diode and direct cross level connections, and double-level terminal blocks with an added grounding leg.

**Triple-level Feed-through Terminal Blocks**

Can handle up to 24A and can accept a wide range of wiring sizes from 24 AWG to 12 AWG. Optional features include NPN and PNP sensor blocks with LED indication, as well as triple-level terminal blocks with an added grounding leg.

**Ground Terminal Blocks**

Available with screw-down or snap-on clamping ground connection and offer low contact resistance and corrosion-free connection points.

**Circuit Protection Blocks**

Fuse holder terminal blocks can be used with 5mm x 20mm glass fuses up to 6.3A. Fuses are easily installed and removed. Fuse holder terminal blocks are an ideal solution when there is a need to change fuses while the system is powered.

**Mini Terminal Blocks**

Available in two conductor cross section sizes, 20A and 30A capacities, and mountable on 15mm DIN rails.

**Disconnect Terminal Blocks**

Disconnect terminal blocks are an easy solution to enable circuits to be opened or to perform tests while the system is powered.

**Accessories**

- Separators
- Top Covers
- Label Holders
- End Brackets
- Jumpers
- Marking Tags
  
  ...and more
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